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QUESTION 1

Which must bear the primary responsibility for determining the level of protection needed for information systems
resources? 

A. IS security specialists 

B. Senior Management 

C. Senior security analysts 

D. systems Auditors 

Correct Answer: B 

If there is no support by senior management to implement, execute, and enforce security policies and procedure, then
they won\\'t work. Senior management must be involved in this because they have an obligation to the organization to
protect the assests . The requirement here is for management to show "due diligence" in establishing an effective
compliance, or security program. It is senior management that could face legal repercussions if they do not have
sufficient controls in place. 

The following answers are incorrect: 

IS security specialists. Is incorrect because it is not the best answer. Senior management bears the primary
responsibility for determining the level of protection needed. Senior security analysts. Is incorrect because it is not the
best answer. Senior management bears the primary responsibility for determining the level of protection needed. 

systems auditors. Is incorrect because it is not the best answer, system auditors are responsible that the controls in
place are effective. Senior management bears the primary responsibility for determining the level of protection needed. 

 

QUESTION 2

The Data Encryption Algorithm performs how many rounds of substitution and permutation? 

A. 4 

B. 16 

C. 54 

D. 64 

Correct Answer: B 

Source: TIPTON, Hal, (ISC)2, Introduction to the CISSP Exam presentation. 

 

QUESTION 3

What mechanism automatically causes an alarm originating in a data center to be transmitted over the local municipal
fire or police alarm circuits for relaying to both the local police/fire station and the appropriate headquarters? 
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A. Central station alarm 

B. Proprietary alarm 

C. A remote station alarm 

D. An auxiliary station alarm 

Correct Answer: D 

Auxiliary station alarms automatically cause an alarm originating in a data center to be transmitted over the 

local municipal fire or police alarm circuits for relaying to both the local police/fire station and the 

appropriate headquarters. They are usually Municipal Fire Alarm Boxes are installed at your business or 

building, they are wired directly into the fire station. 

Central station alarms are operated by private security organizations. It is very similar to a proprietary 

alarm system (see below). However, the biggest difference is the monitoring and receiving of alarm is done 

off site at a central location manned by non staff members. It is a third party. 

Proprietary alarms are similar to central stations alarms except that monitoring is performed directly on the 

protected property. This type of alarm is usually use to protect large industrials or commercial buildings. 

Each of the buildings in the same vincinity has their own alarm system, they are all wired together at a 

central location within one of the building acting as a common receiving point. This point is usually far away 

from the other building so it is not under the same danger. It is usually man 24 hours a day by a trained 

team who knows how to react under different conditions. 

A remote station alarm is a direct connection between the signal-initiating device at the protected property 

and the signal-receiving device located at a remote station, such as the fire station or usually a monitoring 

service. This is the most popular type of implementation and the owner of the premise must pay a monthly 

monitoring fee. This is what most people use in their home where they get a company like ADT to receive 

the alarms on their behalf. 

A remote system differs from an auxiliary system in that it does not use the municipal fire of police alarm 

circuits. 

Reference(s) used for this question: 

ANDRESS, Mandy, ram CISSP, Coriolis, 2001, Chapter 11: Physical Security (page 211). 

and 

Great presentation J.T.A. Stone on SlideShare 
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QUESTION 4

What does the Clark-Wilson security model focus on? 

A. Confidentiality 

B. Integrity 

C. Accountability 

D. Availability 

Correct Answer: B 

The Clark-Wilson model addresses integrity. It incorporates mechanisms to enforce internal and external consistency, a
separation of duty, and a mandatory integrity policy. 

Source: KRUTZ, Ronald L. and VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of Computer
Security, John Wiley and Sons, 2001, Chapter 5: Security Architectures and Models (page 205). 

 

QUESTION 5

Which common backup method is the fastest on a daily basis? 

A. Full backup method 

B. Incremental backup method 

C. Fast backup method 

D. Differential backup method 

Correct Answer: B 

The incremental backup method only copies files that have been recently changed or added. Only files with their archive
bit set are backed up. This method is fast and uses less tape space but has some inherent vulnerabilities, one being
that all incremental backups need to be available and restored from the date of the last full backup to the desired date
should a restore be needed. 

Source: KRUTZ, Ronald L. and VINES, Russel D., The CISSP Prep Guide: Mastering the Ten Domains of Computer
Security, John Wiley and Sons, 2001, Chapter 3: Telecommunications and Network Security (page 69). 
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